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PRICE-INDUCED TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN ITALIAN 
AGRICULTURE: 
A SGM RESTRICTED COST FUNCTION APPROACH (1951-91) 
 
Roberto Esposti
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Abstract 
This paper aims at investigating the price-induced innovation hypothesis in Italian agriculture over 
the years 1951 to 1991. Price-inducement hypothesis is analysed and tested within the framework 
proposed by Peeters and Surry (2000). The major difference is the short-run specification of the dual 
technology. Distinguishing between variable and quasi-fixed inputs allows both a more realistic 
representation of how relative prices may affect innovation and input use over time and a detailed 
decomposition of the relevant biases in input use. Results provide evidence in favour of price-
inducement innovation in Italian agriculture.   
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Introduction 
This paper is primarily concerned with the investigation of price-induced innovation on 
technological change in Italian agriculture. The role of both autonomous technological change and 
R&D expenditure in Italian agriculture after world war II has received a great deal of attention (Pierani 
and Rizzi, 1994; Esposti, 1999; Esposti and Pierani, 2000; 2003b; 2005). Despite that, there is not 
much empirical evidence on the price inducement hypothesis and the few econometric findings are not 
clear-cut, perhaps due to the fact that the mechanism of the inducement is taken into account 
differently across different approaches. 
Recently, Peeters and Surry (2000) (hereafter P-S) have proposed a dual model, which explicitly 
consider the time lags involved in the innovation process. In that paper, the induced technological 
change is cast within a partial adjustment framework involving lagged input prices that directly enter 
an symmetric generalized McFadden (SGM) multi-output cost function. In this paper, we depart from 
them by introducing quasi-fixed inputs, hence moving to a temporary equilibrium setting. As 
consequence, now lagged prices affect only variable input use, given the short-run fixity of the given 
capacity, which represents a structural constraint on the agricultural technology.      
Distinguishing between variable and quasi-fixed inputs allows for a more realistic representation 
of the inducement mechanism and permits a comprehensive decomposition of the changes of variable 
input proportions over time, too. In principle, the overall bias can be attributed to pure-substitution, 
autonomous and price-induced technological change, expansion and capacity utilization (Morrison, 
1988).  
The paper is organised as follows. The second section shortly reviews the price-inducement 
literature, paying attention to the empirical application to the agricultural sector and the improvements 
and developments proposed in recent works. The third section presents the short-run SGM cost 
function used to model Italian agriculture. The study focuses on the role of the lagged prices of 
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variable inputs and the measures of price-inducement; thus, the relevant elasticities and biases are 
detailed in the forth section. The fifth section shortly describes the data set and the estimation method, 
while the sixth section discusses the empirical results. The seventh section concludes and suggests 
some possible directions of future research on this topic.  
The price-induced innovation in agriculture: an overview 
Since Hayami and Ruttan (1970), the separation of the effect of relative price changes in pure-
substitution and technical change inducement has been the major theoretical as well as empirical issue 
in attempting to test the inducement hypothesis as originally formulated by Hicks (1932). Within a 
dual representation of technology, Binswanger (1974) tested this hypothesis by a two-stages 
approach: firstly estimating the technical change biases, and then relating them to the respective 
relative price changes. In fact, the specification of the inducement mechanism as a two-stages process 
has become popular since the mid-sixties, alias the induced innovation hypothesis (Ahmad, 1966; 
Hayami and Ruttan, 1970, 1985; Thirtle, 1985). The induced innovation hypothesis states that changes 
in relative prices provide signals to the research community thus affecting the direction of research 
and innovative activities; these innovations then allow the producers to adopt new techniques where 
the factor proportion is, ceteris paribus, now biased against the scarce input. 
The induced innovation hypothesis has also received some attention within the agricultural 
economics literature (Koppel, 1995; Sunding and Zilberman, 2001). A  major  reason  is  that  it  was 
formulated by Hayami and Ruttan just to explain patterns of agricultural development over different 
conditions in terms of resource scarcity. Another reason can be detected in the attempt to explain how 
a sequence of radical technological breakthroughs (mechanical, chemical, biological, biotechnological, 
etc.) determined remarkable changes in agricultural factor proportion in the last century, particularly in 
the capital/labour and in land/labour ratio. In this respect, this formulation of the induced innovation 
theory is particularly appealing as it highlights the role played by the complex institutional system 
(external to farms) traditionally delivering agricultural research and innovations within developed and 
developing countries (the so-called National Agricultural Research Systems, NARS).  
Since seventies, several empirical papers has attempted to test this induced innovation hypothesis 
in the agricultural context with mixed results, usually within the neoclassical production framework, 
but also contesting the Hayami and Ruttan conclusions on an historical base (Olmstead and Rhode, 
1994). In particular, in the last decade a lot of contributions have shed new light on this subject. With 
respect to the previous tradition, the general purpose of this recent research effort is to put more 
emphasis on the time dimension the inducement process. It is, by definition, a medium and long-term 
process implying a sequence of events, involving relative prices, R&D investment and change in 
factors proportion in a specific causal chain. Therefore, the temporal consistency of the inducement 
representation within the usual neoclassic production framework has become the critical empirical 
issue.  
In this respect, we can distinguish the recent empirical literature on the subject in two directions. 
On the one hand, several applications try to arrange and implement consistent methodological 
approaches to specifically focus on the time-consistency issue, but still respecting the Hayami and 
Ruttan original intuition and framework. On the other hand, however, other empirical works focused 
on a different theoretical representation of the inducement process (we can call it price-induced or 
price-conditional technology), where lagged prices directly enter the primal or dual representation of 
technology and the consequent firms’ behavioural equations. 
The former stream of research generally aims at testing the induced innovation hypothesis by 
empirically implementing somehow the two-stages sequence implied by the Hayami and Ruttan 
model. Thus, firstly assessing whether a change in relative prices really affects the direction of 
agricultural R&D and innovation activities and then, on the production side and as consequence of this 
change in technology, whether estimated Hicksian biases in both input use and output supply, are 
consistent with prices movement. Time series approaches have tried to test this sequence of events 
(Salem, 1998).  In a series of papers, Thirtle et al. (1998; 2002) and Khatri et al. (1998) tested the 
induced innovation hypothesis in different national agricultural sectors using an ECM (Error 
Correction Model) approach. These approaches are in principle particularly appropriate for assessing 
the consistency of the inducement mechanism but usually requires very long time series, which are  
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rarely available especially for R&D data,
1 and also have to estimate quite simplified specification of 
the production technology (e.g., Thirtle et al., 2002, use a CES specification), thus imposing strong 
restrictions on factor substitution, which is the other way relative prices affect input use proportion. 
A cointegration approach developed within a model of induced innovation (and with a flexible 
cost function) according to the two-stages Hayami and Ruttan interpretation is also proposed by Clark 
et al. (2003) and applied to Canadian agriculture, again over a very long time period (1926-1985). 
Problems of lacking R&D data can be indeed escaped by a co-integration test between estimated 
technical change bias indices and factor price indices to assess the consistency of the inducement 
mechanism without any reference to the underlying R&D activities (Machado, 1995). However, 
Thritle et al. (2002) themselves stressed that all these time-series approaches may actually aim at 
assessing the consistency of data with the inducement hypothesis, but not at explicitly statistically 
testing and validating it strictu sensu. 
This limitation can be also extended to Esposti and Pierani (2003b) that use a flexible and short-
run representation of the technology including R&D as a fixed input, to assess if the public 
agricultural R&D stock and input prices move over time, either in the short and long term, and 
respond to each other consistently with the inducement hypothesis. Nonetheless, the dynamic and 
causal linkage between price changes and R&D direction is neglected and a coherent test of 
inducement can not be properly afforded.  
With a quite different methodology, a non-parametric approach, Chavas et al. (1997) introduce 
the induced innovation hypothesis by explicitly linking the technical change biases to lagged input and 
output prices and past R&D investments. This approach, also applied to the Italian agriculture by 
Esposti (2000), is particularly powerful, less data-demanding and quite close to the original Hayami-
Ruttan intuition. Unfortunately, it is not a statistical approach; therefore no explicit test on the 
statistical significance of the inducement hypothesis can be actually achieved.   
Despite the relevant methodological differences, these approaches share the attempt to represent 
somehow separately the short-run and long-run relationships between prices and factors use and, thus, 
to admit the effects either of current prices (mainly leading factor substitution) and of long-term prices 
(leading the technology adoption). In fact, Fulginiti (1994) distinguishes between “market prices” and 
“normal prices” to distinguish between two different time horizons over which they may impact on 
firm’s behaviour and technology.   
By entirely following this distinction, a second possible research strategy to test the induced 
technical change hypothesis emerged, together with its theoretical foundations, in the last five years. 
The basic intuition is just to enter directly lagged prices (as proxy of the long-term or “normal” prices) 
as argument of the usual neoclassic behavioural equations or representation of the production 
technology (either from the primal or the dual) (Fulginiti, 1994). It is, conceptually and practically, a 
one-stage approach.  
In two recent papers, Paris and Caputo (2001; 2004) have emphasized how technical change 
inducement may be modelled by directly including the lagged prices in the firm profit maximization 
process, either by explicitly introducing factor prices in production function (Paris and Caputo, 2001) 
or by extending the usual price-taking cost-maximization approach. In this micro-founded framework, 
price-induced technology is not just the effect of lagged relative prices on firms’ input use (or output 
composition) through an external (and exogenous) complex innovation system. Actually, the prices 
themselves make the firm endogenously determine the new technology (through either own R&D-
innovation or/and adoption of external innovation). In this respect its theoretical justification and 
empirical implication may significantly diverge from the amount of works directly inspired by the 
Hayami and Ruttan approach. 
                                                 
1  R&D data not always are available over long period of time as for price and production data. There are other 
more complex issues in using R&D in empirical applications to agriculture. In particular, those R&D activities 
producing agricultural innovations are usually run outside the agricultural sector, often in non-agricultural 
private firms. Actually, induced innovation concerns those agricultural factors, such as new machinery, new 
chemicals and drugs, new seeds, which are not produced by farms. So, it is always necessary to disentangle that 
private R&D effort really spilling over agriculture, and this is, by itself, an extremely complex empirical issue 
(Esposti, 2002).  
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These works of Paris and Caputo thus provide new and strong justifications to the empirical work 
on testing the price-induced technology hypothesis, though also raised several still open questions 
(Paris and Caputo, 2001 and 2004). In fact, some recent empirical contributions (Celikkol and 
Stefanou, 1999, on US food sector using a GL production function; P-S on Belgian feed sector 
adopting an SGM cost function) tested the price-induced innovation hypothesis by either including the 
lagged prices in the flexible production function specification (Celikkol and Stefanou, 1999) or by 
estimating a flexible cost function where lagged prices (approximating long-run prices) are entered as 
arguments together with the output level, current (short-run) market prices and the usual proxy t of the 
autonomous technical change as in P-S.    
In the present paper we adopt this recent empirical approach to technical change price-
inducement and to the consequent decomposition of technical change biases (Celikkol and Stefanou, 
1999, and, more strictly, P-S)
2. In particular, one important aspect on which we focus concerns the 
consistency between the timing of the lagged prices impact on input use (and output composition) and 
the representation of the underlying technology. In fact, only some inputs (as well as outputs) can be 
fully adjusted in the short-run to their optimal level; others can be only adjusted in the longer period. 
Therefore, when using a dual approach as P-S, it seems more appropriate to exploit the short-run 
representation of the technology, thus providing more realism and complexity to the interaction 
between prices and inputs use over time. Moreover, the short-run specification allows a richer 
decomposition of the input biases thus attributing them to both price-innovation inducement and other 
causes, such as pure substitution, scale economies and capacity utilization effect (Morrison, 1988).         
The SGM restricted cost function with induced innovation 
In this study we assume that the objective of Italian farmers is to minimize the cost of producing a 
given level of output, conditional on input prices, stocks of quasi-fixed inputs and technological level. 
Under some regularity conditions, duality principles ensure consistency between variable cost and 
production functions, so that either one will describe farming activity equally well (Paris and Caputo, 
1995). A constant returns to scale (CRTS) restricted cost function
3 is given by: 
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where G is variable cost, y output, p≡(p1,p2,...,pN)’ the vector of the N variable input prices, 
z≡(z1,z2,...,zM)’ the vector of M fixed input quantities, and T the state of technology, which is 
approximated by two separate terms. The first term is the time trend t, which is intended to reflect the 
exogenous movements, i.e. unrelated to price changes, of the input demand functions (type I technical 
change, according to P-S). The second term involves lagged input prices and operates, ceteris paribus, 
as an additional shifter of the input-demand equations (type II technical change). This element is 
supposed to represent price-induced innovation.  
Empirically, we depict G
° by means of the SGM form because it is flexible, its curvature properties 
hold globally (it has a hessian of constants) and, finally, it is invariant to normalization. Our 
formulation departs from P-S, by introducing quasi-fixed inputs, hence assuming a short-run 
technology. This seems appropriate if one is willing to assume that price inducement requires time and 
that such an adjustment is cast within a temporary equilibrium model, where quasi-fixed factors are 
not necessarily at their long-run levels.   
The model estimated is: 
 
 
                                                 
2 A similar approach to price-inducement, though within a production frontier efficiency analysis, is also applied 
to Dutch pot-plant firms by Lansink et al. (2000).  
3 The cost function is linearly homogeneous, non-decreasing and concave in p, non-decreasing in y, non-
increasing and convex in z, non-negative, continuous and twice continuously differentiable in all its arguments.  
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where i,j=1,…,N indexes variable inputs and  k,h=1,…,M indexes quasi-fixed inputs. p is a Nx1 
column vector of current variable input prices and ρ a Nx1 column vector of lagged variable input 




* is chosen to be the vector of ones, we have ∑hbij=0 for all i, and the rank 
of B is (N-1). C={ckh}, D={dik}and A={aij}are, respectively, MxM, NxM and NxN matrices of 
unknown parameters. b,  c,  d are, respectively, Nx1, Mx1 and Nx1 column vectors of unknown 
parameters; btt is an unknown (scalar) parameter. θ is a Nx1 column vector of non-negative constants 
(i.e., predetermined parameters) not all zero. 





*) provided that p
*>>0, θ′p
*>0. Moreover, G is globally concave in p if B is negative 
semidefinite and globally convex in z if the matrix C is positive semidefinite and θ′p
*>0. For the SGM 
cost function to be parsimonious, the vector θ need to be exogenously given
4. If the estimated B 
matrix does not conform to concavity criteria, negative semidefiniteness can be imposed by 
reparameterizing it as B=-LL’, where L is a lower triangular matrix.
5 Global convexity in quasi-fixed 
inputs can be stated analogously upon the positive semidefiniteness of the estimated matrix C. 
The price-induced innovation is specified as a geometrically declining (or Koyck) lag structure 
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where L denotes the lag operator, Ai is the i-th row of the symmetric negative semidefinite matrix A, 
and  q is the vector of (normalized) lagged variable input prices. It’s apparent that the sole 
technological inducement considered is that taking place between lagged and current input prices, i.e. 
affecting variable inputs (and not, for example, marginal cost and/or shadow prices).
6 Moreover, the 
matrix A is assumed to have the same properties as the matrix B, in terms of homogeneity and 
symmetry (Lasserre and Ouellette, 1991).  
                                                 
4 The inner product θ′p can be seen as fixed-weight price index. We assume that it has the Laspeyres form with 
weights given by the mean quantities (Kohli, 1993). In this case, θ′p*>0 and θ >0. For the flexibility proof see 
the Appendix of Kumbhakar (1989). 
5  In the present case, however, no constraint on these parameters was needed since the estimated Hessian 
matrices behave correctly.   
6  This is indeed a simplifying assumption about inducement mechanisms. We could in principle allow for a 
more complex interaction between lagged input prices and model variables but this would considerably 
complicate the empirical specification. Steps in this direction can be suggested for future research.   
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The lagged price mechanism deserves some comment. Firstly, the rationale for it is that it takes a 
certain number of years to lagged input prices (acting as a proxy of long-run prices) to affect 
technology. This partial adjustment process is only related to technological inducement not to input 
substitution. In other words, it is assumed that the price allocative effect is instantaneous, thus 
involving current prices and concerns a given (i.e., fixed) technology, while dynamic adjustment, 
concerning lagged prices, only regards the change of production technology eventually affecting the 
input substitution possibilities. In our short-run specification, this technological adjustment affects 
only variable inputs use and not the shadow prices of quasi-fixed inputs.  
Which kind of process is really going on under this price-induced adjustment is not completely 
clear, though (Celikkol and Stefanou, 1999; P-S). If we start from the original idea of the induced 
innovation, lagged prices should actually influence R&D activities mainly carried out outside the 
farms. This model could be interpreted as a “reduced form” of an underlying structure, whereby 
lagged input prices first affect R&D, which, in turn, generates input-using (saving) innovations; thus, 
farmers take their optimizing input decisions on a given (exogenous) technology.  
On the other hand, we can interpret the model as the real representation of how farms find optimal 
input combinations also taking into account lagged input price and, accordingly, generating and 
adopting new technological combinations. However, how these new technologies endogenously 
emerge within the farm is actually unclear. In this latter interpretation, the conceptual and empirical 
distinction between substitution and technology inducement effects of input price changes is evidently 
more challenging.  
In any case, whether the Koyck structure is an appropriate description of how prices distribute 
their effect over time is an empirical question. In principle, letting data decide about the appropriate 
lag structure, rather than imposing it, would be more informative about the real inducement process. 
However, the lag structure could also be interpreted in terms of price expectation formation. In fact, 
the lag structure should proxy the long-term input price, that is the prices the farms expect and on 
which they decide to adjust their technology. In this respect, the lagged structure, either imposed ex-
ante or estimated, has to be interpreted and justified also in terms of a consistent representation of 
expectations formation.                      
For econometric implementation, a set of cost-minimizing variable input demands can be derived 
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where, Bi, and Di indicate the i-th row of the corresponding matrices, respectively. Given the 
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The system of equations (6) is homogeneous of degree zero in current and lagged prices and 
contains all relevant parameters. However, greater efficiency in estimation can be gained by including 
additional information with the marginal cost pricing equation, i.e. ∂G/∂y = py, where py is output 
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The above equation (7) is homogeneous of degree one in current prices and zero in quantities and 
lagged prices.
7 
A final remark concerns the specification of type II technical change, i.e. the time trend t. Over long 
periods, the linear trend may represent an unnecessary constraint on the autonomous technical change. 
To allow for more flexibility, P-S use linear splines, i.e. separate time trends joined up at specific 
knots. To ensure both continuity and differentiability of the spline function with respect to time, we 
introduce quadratic splines with the following function  ( ) t
i δ :   
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Following P-S, the knots and the consequent time periods are selected according to different 
orientations of the Common Agricultural Policy. In fact, CAP price support is actually not directly 
reflected in the model explanatory variables, mainly current and lagged input prices. Nonetheless, it 
strongly affects production incentives, thus it may have influenced the pattern of autonomous technical 
change. On the one hand, passing from sixties to seventies we can associate the strong and increasing 
price support to progressive changes of the Italian agriculture self-sufficiency and net-exports 
performance, especially in some key-commodities such as cereals. On the other hand, we can associate 
year 1984 to the introduction of milk quota and, more generally, to the progressive introduction of 
compensatory and supply-reducing measures within the CAP support.  
Short and medium-run elasticities and biases 
The proposed model ascribes a central role to relative current and past input prices and allows us 
to distinguish between different time horizons. In the short-run, given the fixity of the production 
capacity, only current prices and autonomous technical change affect input use through the usual 
substitution effects and technological biases, respectively. The medium-run admits the price-induced 
technology adjustment, so it is the time horizon over which the lagged input prices fully exert their 
effect on the production technology. Finally, the long-run admits quasi-fixed inputs adjustment to their 
equilibrium levels, by equalizing their rental and shadow prices. For all these different time 
dimensions, the model provides relevant elasticities.       
                                                 
7 The assumption of long-run CRTS would allow the inclusion of further additional information in model 
estimation. Under CRTS, it would be possible to determine the ex-post return to the quasi-fixed inputs as the 
gross operating surplus, pyy-G=R, where py is output price and R is revenue (Morrison, 1988). However, it must 
be noticed that, whenever λ>0, the homogeneity properties are analytically lost; consequently, the solution 
above, relying on linear homogeneity with respect to quantities, is indeed inappropriate.     
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Firstly, we can derive a set of short-run variable input demand elasticities. The current price 
elasticities are defined as  jt it ij p x ln / ln ∂ ∂ = ε and measure the pure factor substitution due to changes 
in current prices. The lagged elasticities are calculated as  1 ln / ln − ∂ ∂ = jt it ij p x η ; they are associated 
with the induced innovation process and represent the partial substitution response, within one period, 
due to changes in production technology generated by the lagged input prices. Other short-run 
elasticities concern the impact due to output and capacity: we have  t it iy y x ln / ln ∂ ∂ = ε  and 
kt it ik z x ln / ln ∂ ∂ = ν , respectively.  
The adjusted lagged price elasticities are defined as  ) 1 /( ln / ln λ η ρ γ − = ∂ ∂ = ij jt it ij x ; they are 
associated with the price-induced innovation process, too, but measure the potential substitution 
possibility once the technology has fully adjusted to changes in lagged prices. P-S (p. 61) refer to them 
as long-run elasticities, as they estimate a full-equilibrium model. As we have a short-run technology, 
which implies the adjustment of the production capacity to the long-run level, we prefer to label them 
as medium-run, though they identify the same elasticities.    
Based on these short and medium-run measures, we can decompose the relative change of the i-th 
input use in terms of five different types of biases. Firstly, pure substitution and induced innovation 
biases can be defined. The former represents the differential change in variable input i use resulting 
from the current price change of variable input j ) ( ) ( ln / j ij i Cj ij i j i ij s s s p s B − = − = ∂ ∂ = ε ε ε . For 
example, if the two inputs are substitute and  ij ε  outweighs the positive j s term, then  0 > ij B and an 
increase of the j-th price make the share of the i-th input increase. The latter represents the differential 
change in the i-th variable input use due to the j-th lagged price change 
) ( ln / 1 1 Cj ij i jt i ijt s p s B η η − = ∂ ∂ = − − , where  1 ln / ln − ∂ ∂ = jt t Cj p C η , therefore it is attributable to the 
fully adjusted inducement process. 
  Secondly, we can define the rate of autonomous technological progress (regress) as the 
percentage reduction (increase) in total costs over time, t C Ct ∂ ∂ = / (.) ln ε . Generally, this technical 
change in a non-neutral manner; such a bias can be expressed by the rate of change in factor 
proportions,  t s B i it ∂ ∂ = /, ∀i, where i s is the short-run share of the i-th variable input in total costs. 
Recalling the SGM demand functions, it can easily be seen that ) ( Ct it i it s B ε ε − = , 
where t xi it ∂ ∂ = / ln ε . These semi-elasticities are not independent of one another, as  ∑ = i it i Ct s ε ε and, 
consequently,∑ = i it B 0. Autonomous technological change is defined to be i-th input using (Bit>0), 
saving (Bit<0), or neutral (Bit=0), depending on whether relative change in input i is larger, smaller or 
equal to the rate of cost reduction, respectively. When Bit=0,∀i, overall neutrality is implied.  
Thirdly, the output bias, i.e. the different response of variable inputs to output fluctuations in the 
short-run, can be depicted analogously, by determining the relative share change given a change in 
output: ) ( ln / Cy iy i i iy s y s B ε ε − = ∂ ∂ = , where y C Cy ln / ln ∂ ∂ = ε  is the average output effect, and 
iy ε the input specific output effect.  
Finally, a subequilibrium or utilization bias can be defined as 
) ( ln / Ck ik i k i ik s z s B ε ν − = ∂ ∂ = where  C z f p z C k k k k Ck / ) ( ln / ln − = ∂ ∂ = ε  is the utilization elasticity. 
Ck ε will be negative if the stock k z  falls short of its equilibrium level  ) ( k k f p < , and will be positive 
if  k z is in excess  ) ( k k f p > . If shadow and rental prices coincide for each k, 0 = Ck ε , and capacity is 
fully utilized. Assuming that 0 < Ck ε , 0 < ik B implies that variable input i and stock k must be 
substitute, hence an increase of the quasi-fixed factor k is variable input i saving. This reasoning is 
reversed if the two are complements  ) 0 ( > ik ν . 
We also report shadow price elasticities, which inform about the direction of the long-run 
adjustment process, as they indicate whether these inputs are over or underutilised, thus if their 
quantities are scarce (or in excess).
 8  
                                                 
8  Due to space limitation we skip the long-run results, which are available upon request.  
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Data and estimation procedure 
The investigation period covers the years from 1951 to 1991. Data dare taken from AGRIFIT 
database of Italian agriculture (Caiumi et al., 1995); one output, three variable inputs and two quasi-
fixed stocks are considered. Each variable is obtained as Fisher index of relevant prices and quantities. 
Output aggregates fifty-two products; it does not comprise categories like self-produced inputs while it 
includes deficiency payments and other production subsidies. Variable inputs are made up by the 
following categories: purchased feeds (x1), other intermediate inputs (x2), and hired labour (x3). Feed 
costs include outlays on compounds, forages, feed grains and so on. The second group aggregates the 
remaining intermediate inputs (mainly fertilizer, pesticides, seed, fuel, energy, veterinary costs, as well 
as overheads, i.e. the costs of repair and maintenance of capital equipment, insurance and rent).  
Quasi-fixed inputs consist of the service flows from capital (z1) and family labour (z2). The former 
aggregates the flow of services from ten broad categories (mainly machinery and equipment, building 
and structure, breeding livestock, and land). The stocks, as well as their user costs, are defined at the 
beginning of the year. Labour is expressed in equivalent fully employed workers (2200 hrs per year), 
with the admittedly simplifying assumption of an undifferentiated wage rate between the two types of 
labour.   
The parameters of the SGM restricted cost function are obtained by simultaneously estimating the 
system of the input demand equations in (6) and the marginal cost pricing equation. Prior to 
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The parameters are estimated using the iterative Zellner technique under the typical assumption 
that the error terms are jointly normally distributed with zero means and constant but unknown 
variances and covariances.
9 
Results and discussion 
Main characters of the production technology 
As mentioned, model estimates are presented paying major attention to short-run elasticities and 
biases. Since the results show modest variation over time, we discuss only mean estimates in order to 
conserve space.
10 Due to space limits, the full set of parameter estimates is not reported here and is 
available upon request;
11 most estimated parameters are statistically significant and the R
2 goodness of 
fit is quite high for all estimated equations as it varies between 0.92 for feeds demand and 0.99 for the 
py equation.  
Table 1 reports some general indicators of growth and structural change occurred in Italian 
agriculture in the period under study. Output more than doubles while a dramatic change in factor use 
proportions can be observed. Both hired and family labour strongly decrease (by more than 50%) 
while the use of all other inputs increased markedly, between +258% and 317%. The role played by 
relative prices in this remarkable transformation is of major interest, indeed. Table 1 shows how price 
                                                 
9 At this stage, we haven’t paid specific attention to the time series properties of the model variables. Of course, 
we acknowledge their relevance and will take care of them properly as shown in previous applications 
concerning Italian agriculture (Esposti and Pierani, 2003b, 2003c). 
10 Sub-period estimates are available upon request. 
11 In estimation, analytical derivatives for the SGM elasticities and approximated standard errors are obtained 
through the TSP commands DIFFER and ANALYZ, respectively.  
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movements counterbalanced quantity variations, as the estimated shares do not vary much during the 
investigation period. In particular, hired labour share increases by about 4%, while family labour share 
declines by 7,6%. This is mainly explained by the large increase of the relative price of agricultural 
labour, as also detailed in previous studies on Italian agriculture (Esposti, 1999).  
Capacity utilization is, on average, lower than unity (.86) thus indicating under-utilization of the 
installed capacity. In this respect, more details can be derived by looking at the CUc estimate over the 
whole period.
12 Figure 1 shows that Italian agriculture moves from over to under utilization around 
1980, indicating some underlying structural adjustment in the production structure and investment 
strategy. This is confirmed by the ratio between the long-run equilibrium and the observed levels of 
the two stock variables (z*/z) (table 1). While physical capital is, on average, scarce thus over-utilized, 
family labour is always in excess, particularly in the second part of the observed period. Therefore, 
beyond relative prices movement, both the constant decline of family labour and the constant growth 
of investment in physical capital in Italian agriculture can be interpreted as the quasi-fixed inputs 
adjustment to long-run optimal levels.  
A first look at variable input elasticities in Table 2 reveals that, on the whole, input use is much 
more responsive to output fluctuations than to prices. Hence, short-run changes in factor proportions 
are mainly determined by output expansion. Own- and cross-price elasticities indicate that coefficients 
are accurately estimated and all are smaller than unity, which suggests a rather rigid structure in the 
short-run. Direct responses of feeds (-.21) and especially of other inputs (-.07) are comparatively low. 
The own-price elasticity of hired labour (-.43) shows a relatively higher degree of responsiveness. 
Table 3 reports Morishima elasticities of substitution. The Morishima elasticies are particularly 
appropriate here since they depend on specific input price changes. They measure how much the input 
ratio Xi/Xj changes as the price of Xj increases (Celikkol and Stefanou, 1999). Therefore, two inputs 
are substitute when the respective Morishima elasticity is >0. Table 3 clearly indicates that all variable 
inputs are substitute; only feeds and other inputs behave as very slight complements in the eighties. 
Again, elasticities of substitution involving hired labour are by large the highest.  
In general, a unit increase in output has a more than proportional effect on the variable inputs, with 
a relatively stronger impact on hired labour (1.64). Purchased feeds adjust consistently to both fixed 
inputs, while the signs of other inputs and hired labour adjustments depend upon which stock is 
changing. In particular, capital is a strong substitute for hired labour (-1.25) and, with a decreasing 
intensity, for other input (-.42) and purchased feeds (-.26). Finally, family labour substitutes for 
purchased feeds (-.17) and behaves as complement of the remaining two variable inputs. Most of these 
adjustments are significant and their absolute values are well above the range of price effects (Esposti 
and Pierani, 2003b).   
Technical change 
Technical change is represented by two separate terms: (type II) price-induced technical change is 
depicted by lagged price impact on input demand; (type I) autonomous technical change is represented 
by the conventional time trend. Table 1 shows that the latter is indeed negligible and not statistically 
different from zero. This holds in the whole period and, despite the quadratic splines, quite 
homogenously in all the sub-periods with a maximum, but still not significant, observed in the sixties 
with just a 1,4% technical change rate. Since a significant autonomous technical progress has been 
observed in previous studies on Italian agriculture (Esposti and Pierani, 2003b), this would suggest 
that type II technical change here takes over most of what was previously attributed to type I (table 5). 
With regard to type II technical change it is of particular interest to notice (table A1) that the 
Koyck constant (λ) is positive and significantly different from 0, thus confirming that the infinite lag 
structure representing price-inducement is accepted by the data. The estimated value (.540) is lower 
than that reported in P-S (.695). This seems relevant in terms of the economic interpretation of the 
price-inducement mechanism. Within this geometrically declining pattern, λ represents the rate of 
decline, (1-λ) the speed of adjustment and λ/(1-λ) the mean lag. Thus, our results would suggest a 
little lower rate of decline and mean lag with respect to P-S. If the price lag structure is aimed at 
                                                 
12 CUc indicates the dual measure of capacity utilization. It is derived from the fixed-inputs utilization 
elasticities, εCk, as CUc = 1-∑kεCk. Details can be found in Morrison (1988).   
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mimicking an underlying process of R&D adjustment, this result would imply a shorter effect of R&D 
over time; that is, R&D investments more oriented toward applied or development activities rather 
than basic research. This finding supports previous evidence on Italian agriculture (Esposti, 2002; 
Esposti and Pierani, 2003a).  
Overall, the lagged price-induced innovation responses of input demand in Table 4 are well 
behaved (e.g, own price elasticities are negative), their absolute values are much smaller than the 
current price elasticities but, unfortunately, have large standard errors in most instances. Hence the 
discussion of results has to be taken with some caution. The signs of the lagged responses are 
consistent with the current price counterparts, revealing that, according to expectations, the induced 
technological innovations have added to the current price substitution effects, during the investigation 
period.    
The role played by this type II technical change in Italian agriculture emerges in table 5, which 
decomposes the input biases, that is the change in inputs cost share, in the five effects discussed above. 
These distortion measures, also adopted by Celikkol and Stefanou (1999) and originally proposed by 
Binswanger (1974), are particularly appropriate to detect the direction of technical change in a 
multifactor context. It must be noticed that particular attention has to be paid to the interpretation of 
these biases. Since they measure the change of share on total cost, variable input biases do not sum up 
to 0, as usually occurs in the long-run context when all inputs are variable. It follows that the sign and 
magnitude of the different biases in table 5 have to interpreted in relative terms, that is comparing 
different biases among them for the same input, or comparing the same effect (bias) across the 
variable inputs.     
Three effects of table 5 are not related to technical change. They just measure pure price 
substitution, the expansion (output) effect and the utilization effect, that is generated by changes in the 
fixed inputs stock endowment. These biases provide the same qualitative information, though in a 
different form, already observed in the elasticities commented above. However, the comparison 
among non-technological change biases also indicates how the utilization effect is the greatest, in 
absolute term, for all inputs: for other inputs and hired labour the highest effect is generated by change 
in the capital stock, while for feeds the major role is played by family labour. This supports the idea 
that disregarding the quasi-fixity of some inputs, and thus the degree of utilization of the installed 
capacity, may significantly upset the results. The adoption of a restricted cost function thus seems 
appropriate in this respect.   
The last two effects reported in table 5 deal with type I and type II technical change biases, 
respectively. Results suggest some interesting interpretation on how technical change took form in the 
last decades in Italian agriculture. First of all, they confirm that type I (autonomous) technical change 
is indeed negligible not only in terms of overall productivity growth but also in terms of input biases. 
For no input this effect is relevant in magnitude and it is generally lower than all the other effects. 
Much more relevant is the role played by type II (price-induced) technical change in determining input 
biases and this confirms the evidence emerged in Celikkol and Stefanou (1999) while contrasts with 
results reported by P-S.  
Price-inducement is confirmed by the estimated  Cj η whose negative and statistical significant 
values demonstrate that an increase in price generates, after some years, a cost-reducing technical 
change. Although the lagged prices always generate positive biases, it must be noticed that for all 
variable input the effect of the own price is the lowest, and this is consistent with the idea that, 
relatively to other prices, the own price change has the lowest input-using effect. Moreover, change in 
hired labour price induces feeds-using technical change, as well as change in other inputs price, 
whereas change in feeds price induces haired labour using technical change. 
Some final remarks  
This paper presents an adaptation of the model proposed by P-S to the analysis of priced-induced 
technical change in Italian agriculture and within a short-run equilibrium framework. The approach is 
inspired to the theoretical contributions by Fulginiti (1994) and Paris and Caputo (1995; 2001; 2004), 
and aims to contribute to the renewed interest on the induced innovation hypothesis emerged in the 
recent empirical literature.   
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The main novelty concerns, on the one hand, the sectoral context. Previous works (Celikkol and 
Stefanou, 1999; P-S) did not focused on the agricultural case, though, indeed, the inducement 
hypothesis traditionally finds major attention just in the farm sector. On the other hand, however, we 
try to take a step forward with respect to P-S in the direction of a more accurate representation of the 
adjustment processes over time. By adopting a short-run specification, both technology adjustment and 
quasi-fixed inputs adjustment occur in passing from the short-run to the medium-run and, then, long-
run equilibrium.   
  Results here presented generally confirm how this method is particularly suitable to test the 
price-inducement hypothesis and also to provide a whole set of measures highlighting how 
inducement takes place occurs and how it interacts with other effects affecting input use proportions 
and adjustment. Moreover, they support the hypothesis that price-inducement really occurred in Italian 
agriculture in the last decades and that its magnitude is of major relevance with respect to the other 
effects, particularly autonomous technical change and pure substitution.  
Nonetheless, despite the empirical potential and tractability, the adopted approach leaves some 
questions open also in the interpretation of the results, and they could be matter of future research on 
this subject. Firstly, as stressed by the works of Paris and Caputo (1995; 2001; 2004), the theoretical 
implications of the adopted model with particular reference to the economic interpretation of price-
inducement have still to be fully understood and developed, while appear sometime neglected in the 
empirical applications. Secondly, and more on the empirical ground, the inducement mechanism 
through an empirical specification of the price lag structure have should be empirically tested, rather 
than imposed ex-ante (the Koyck structure in our application); in addition, the economic interpretation 
of this lag structure should me more carefully investigated. In fact, it could mimic the usual time 
pattern over which research activities generate innovations and innovations are adopted; but this 
pattern can assume quite different and unpredictable forms (Esposti and Pierani, 2003a). Finally, some 
econometric implications can also emerge from the introduction of lagged input prices in the model; 
these may actually generate endogeneity problems thus requiring appropriate IV, or GMM, estimators. 
Recent empirical applications do not seem to have paid enough attention to this possible estimation 
issue.  
 
Table 1:  Selected indicators of growth in Italian agriculture, 1951-1991 (at the sample means – 
approximated standard errors in parenthesis) 
Y  +111  Observed growth rate of output 
and input use (%)  x1   +258 
 x 2   +310 
 x 3   -50 
 z 1   +317 
 z 2   -69 
x1   -4.7  Variation of estimated share on 
total cost (%)  x2   +.9 
 x 3   +4.2 
 z 1   +7.2 
 z 2   -7.6 
CUc  .863 (.044)  Estimated Capacity 
Utilization indicators (mean.)  z1
*/ z1  1.66 
 z 2
*/ z2  .46 
1951-1991 -.001  (.004)  Estimated autonomous technical 
change rate (-εCt) (mean)  1951-1961 -.014  (.013) 
 1962-1971  .006  (.008) 
 1972-1981  .006  (.005) 
 1982-1991  .002  (.003) 
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Table 2: Variable input short-run elasticities (at the sample means  –  approximated standard errors in 
parenthesis) 





















































Table 3: Morishima short-run elasticities of substitution of variable inputs (at the sample means)  
1951-1991          Feeds  Other inputs Hired labour
Feeds (x1)  .0 .043  .480 
Other inputs (x2)  .155 .0 .368 
Hired labour (x3)  .395 .128  .0 
 
Table 4: Lagged-price elasticities of variable input (at the sample means  –  approximated standard 
errors in parenthesis) 
 




























































Table 5: Short-run biases of variable inputs (at the sample means)  
1951-1991             Feeds (x1)  Other inputs (x2)  Hired labour (x3) 
Pure substitution     
P1  -.064 -.019 .004 
P2  -.020 -.014 -.005 

















z2   -.114 -.005 .006 








Price-induced technical change     
p1t-1  .020 .022 .055 
p2t-1  .022 .007 .016 
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